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To reduce risk of personal injury by the door or gate:
1. Only wall-mount the remote control above 1.5 m from the �oor.
2. Only wall-mount the remote control in sight of the door or gate.
3. Supervise every operation of the door or gate.
4. Do not allow children to play with the door or gate controls.

To reduce risk of unauthorised access to your home or garage 
remove the remote control from your car when the car is unattended.

Operate one 
opener from this 
button.

Operate a second 
opener from this 
button.

Remove this 
cover to expose 
battery and code 
switches.

M-802 40 MHz standard 
2-button remote control
(to open up to two doors or gates)

• Uses Merlin’s proprietary �xed code technology.
• Suits Merlin openers from 1994 to 2001 unless they are 
�tted with high security code-hopping receivers.
• Replaces remotes with either blue or red round buttons. 
(Incompatible with rectangular button remotes.)
• Suits gate openers �tted with Merlin M-500, M501 or 
M-502 receiver cards.
• This product is not waterproof

To �t the battery, remove the remote control from its holster, 
then press and slide the battery cover down. Match the + 
battery end to the mark on the case.
You must match the set of 12 code switches in this remote 
control to the code switches in your other remote controls, or to 
the code switches in your opener.
To expose the code switches on your remote control, remove 
the battery cover.
To expose the code switches on the door opener there will 
either be a small black plastic access panel or a side cover will 
need to be removed for access to the circuit board. If any 
screws must be removed from the opener to access the code 
switches, disconnect the 
opener from the mains 
power supply.
Match the code switches 
in the remote to the code 
switches in the opener.
To operate your opener 
from the smaller button, 
match the code switches, 
but reverse code switch #1 
in the remote control. To 
operate an opener from 
each button, set the same 
code in each opener, but then reverse code switch #1 in one 
opener.

To attach to a wall or other �at surface use any suitable �at 
head screws through the holes in the holster.

To attach to a car sun visor insert the black metal spring clip 
into the slot in the holster. Stretch the clip and �t the holster 
over the visor.
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